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Abstract

Many practical applications of system diagnosis require the credible identi�cation

of multiple faults of nonlinear components and sensors in quantitative measures.

However, the state of the art of diagnosis technique is considered to be still in-

su�cient to meet these severe requirements. The approach of diagnosis using the

traditional linear system identi�cation theory can diagnose the disturbed parame-

ters of a system in detail and evaluate the quantitative amplitude of the disturbance.

However, it hardly provides the diagnosis of the multiple faults and the diagnosis of

the components having high non-linearity. On the other hand, some recent model

based diagnosis approaches can diagnose the multiple faults even for highly non-

linear components, though they do not provide the detailed diagnosis of elements

indivisibly involved in components and the quantitative amplitudes of the faults.

The method proposed in this paper provides an e�cient remedy to achieve all of

the practical requirements, i.e., the credible, detailed and quantitative diagnosis of

multiple faults of nonlinear components and sensors. Our study newly proposes the

frameworks of optimal constraints and causal ordering of physical systems. Also,

a systematic and strict theory to synthesize these frameworks together with the

model based diagnosis is provided to characterize an optimal consistency checking

method in diagnosis and to evaluate quantitative amplitudes of faulty disturbances.

First, the detection of faulty behaviors of an objective component is performed

based on the quantitative consistency checking between observations and the opti-

mal constraints, called as "minimal over-constraints", consisting of �rst principles in

the components. Second, once if some inconsistencies are detected, a mathematical

operation of model based diagnosis derives the candidates of faulty elements and

functions even under multiple fault conditions. Third, the anomalous quantities di-

rectly disturbed by the faulty elements are identi�ed systematically based on causal

ordering. Furthermore, the quantitative deviations of these quantities are evaluated
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by using the minimal over-constraints.

The performance of the proposed method is demonstrated through an example to

diagnose an electric water heater. The ability of this diagnosis has been con�rmed

for the multiple faults in nonlinear and dynamic systems.

Keywords: model-based diagnosis; multiple faults; minimal over-constrained

subset; causal ordering; assumptive structural equation; �rst principle; function;

process system

1 Introduction

The diagnosis of anomaly states is strongly needed in systems where high reli-

ability is requested such as nuclear power plants and air planes. The diagnosis

tasks in those applications require the credible, detailed and on-line identi�-

cation of multiple faults of non-linear components and sensors in quantitative

measures.

The methodologies of diagnosis proposed so far can be categorized into (a)

approaches based on the traditional linear system identi�cation theory[2,2,2]

and (b) approaches based on the recent theories and techniques developed

in arti�cial intelligence �eld. The latter can be further categorized into (b-

1) synthesis of diagnostic rules based on knowledge of fault modes[2,2,2,2],

generic diagnostic engine[2] and pattern ecognision[2], and (b-2) model-based

consistency checking of causal constraints of normal systems[2,2,2,2].

Generally speaking, the methods (a) can diagnose the disturbed parameters

of a system in detail and evaluate the quantitative amplitude of the distur-

bance under a given arrangement of sensors. However, it hardly provides the

diagnosis of the multiple faults and the diagnosis of the components having

high non-linearity. On the other hand, most of the methods (b) can diagnose

the multiple faults even for highly non-linear components. Some methods of

(b-1) can also provide detailed diagnosis on disturbed parameters and parts in

components and sensors. However, the methods (b-1) have limitations of their

applicability to unpredictable faults, since they use a priori knowledge of fault

modes. In contrast, the methods (b-2) have an advantage to diagnose any un-

expected faults without using knowledge of fault modes, though they do not

provide the detailed diagnosis of elements indivisibly involved in components

and the quantitative amplitudes of the faults. Also, many of the methods (b-2)

assumes a diagnostic environment that states at any points in a system can

be probed. However, the arrangement of sensors in most of process systems

are initially designed and �xed.

Accordingly, the state of the art does not provide an e�cient remedy which
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address all of the following requirements.

(i) Diagnosis of highly non-linear components,

(ii) Diagnosis of elements indivisibly involved in components,

(iii) Diagnosis of multiple element faults including sensor faults,

(iv) Quantitative diagnosis of fault amplitudes,

(v) Diagnosis under a given arrangement of sensors.

Some past works tried to address these issues. For example, the works based

on the principle of the model-based diagnosis and the use of a non-linear quan-

titative model of the objective system meet the requirements of (i), (iv) and

(v)[2,2]. However, the main purpose of these works is the identi�cation of the

fault location in the granularity of the components in the objective system and

not to address the issues of (ii). The other researches in the �eld of "sensor

validation" to diagnose the integrity of sensors installed in the objective sys-

tem has been reported in many litaratures[2,2], since the reliability of sensors

is not maintained in some operation conditions of nuclear power plants and

air planes, where the sensors are exposed to the severe environments, e.g.,

high pressure and/or mechanical vibration. However, the most of the methods

requires some assumptions such as integrity of some speci�c sensors and no

faults in the components, and do not solve the issue of (iii).

This research proposes a generic method to overcome all of the issues previ-

ously stated under a premise that the objective component for diagnosis is

represented by the constraints of �rst principles which may be nonlinear and

dynamic. The approach presented here belongs to the aforementioned catego-

ry of (b-2) in which only the knowledge of the model of a normal component is

utilized to provide highly credible diagnostic result. Nevertheless, the multiple

faults of elements indivisibly involved in non-linear and dynamic components

can be diagnosed under a given arrangement of sensors. Our study newly pro-

poses the frameworks of optimal constraints and causal ordering of physical

systems. Also, a systematic and strict theory to synthesize these frameworks

together with the model based diagnosis is provided to characterize a optimal

consistency checking method in diagnosis and to evaluate quantitative ampli-

tudes of faulty disturbances. In the subsequent section, the overview of our

method and an example problem for the demonstration through out this paper

are described. From the third section, the theory of each reasoning mechanism

is explained, and its applicability is demonstrated through the example.

2 Overview of method and application

Figure 1 shows the outline of the diagnosis method we propose. The knowledge

required in the diagnostic reasoning is prepared in advance at the blocks of
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quantitative information 
observed by sensors

(1) identification of faulty mechanisms
     based on consistency checking
     between observations and constraints 

(A) knowledge of minimal 
       over-constrained subsets 
       consisting of first principles

(C)  knowledge of causality 
       among model quantities 
       in a system 

(3) identification of anomalous
     quantities and their quantitative
     deviations

(B) knowledge of correspondence
      between first principles and 
      functions

a model consisting of first principles 
under normal condition of objective 
component including its sensors

(2) identification of faulty functions
     through interpretation of faulty 
     first principles

Fig. 1. Entire procedure of a proposed diagnosis method.

(A), (B) and (C) in o�-line manners. First, a model consisting of �rst principles

under the normal condition of the objective component including its sensors

is given. Then in the block (A), a certain type of optimum constraints are

derived from the model to enable fault identi�cation in high resolution[2,2,2].

In the block (B), the knowledge of the correspondence between a set of �rst

principles and a set of functions in the objective component is prepared. The

block (C) is to derive the knowledge of dependency among quantities in the ob-

jective component by using an extended theory of causal ordering for physical

systems[2,2,2,2,2]. This knowledge represents the orders of the determination

of the values of quantities[2,2,2]. All of the diagnostic knowledge is derived

based on the information of the normal component. The knowledge (A) and

(C) are prepared systematically by o�-line processing, while (B) depends on

some expertise.

Once the diagnosis process is started, the identi�cation of faults in the objec-

tive component proceeds in the order of the reasoning blocks (1), (2) and (3)

in on-line manners. In the reasoning block (1), the detection of faulty behav-

iors of an objective component is performed based on the quantitative consis-

tency checking between the observed information and the knowledge (A). If

some inconsistencies are detected, the model based diagnosis[2,2,2] is applied.

The constraints in the knowledge (A) are named as minimal over-constrained

subsets[2,2,2]. They are de�ned to have the maximum resolution of the con-

sistency checking to identify faulty elements in terms of �rst principles under

the conditions that the arrangement of installed sensors is initially given and

�xed during the operation of the component and that any quantitative expec-

tations of dynamic component behaviors are not available without using the

component description and the sensors' observations. The reasoning block (2)

derives a set of suspicious functions through some operations on the resultant

set of suspicious �rst principles and the knowledge (B). In short, suspicious
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�rst principles are interpreted into suspicious functions in the objective sys-

tem by using the algorithm of the model based diagnosis and the knowledge of

the correspondence between the �rst principles and the functions. In the �nal

reasoning block (3), the anomalous quantities directly disturbed by the faulty

�rst principles are identi�ed systematically based on the knowledge (C), i.e.,

the dependency information among the quantities. Furthermore, the quanti-

tative deviations of these anomalous quantities are evaluated based on the

knowledge (A). The on-line processing for the consistency checking and the

deviation evaluation in the reasoning blocks (1) and (3) does not require any

combinatorial search, while the model based diagnosis required in the blocks

(1) and (2) has the most computational complexity in the procedure to derive

diagnoses from the inconsistency information.

The performance of the proposed method is exempli�ed through the diagnosis

of an electric water heater depicted in Fig.2. A resistant wire is electrically

shielded from the surroundings, and its resistance has a nonlinear feedback

e�ect from water temperature. The water is assumed to be always mixed well

to avoid the spatial uctuation of its temperature. The physical model of this

process component is expressed in terms of �rst principles as follows.

I = Ip ; (1)

Ig= I ; (2)

V = IR ; (3)

F h=V I ; (4)

H =

Z
�1

tF hdt ; (5)

T =H=(cM) ; (6)

R= r + k(T � tc)
2 ; (7)

Ip : electric currents of a power supply,

I : electric currents of a resistant wire,

Ig : electric currents of the ground,

R : resistance of the resistant wire,

V : voltage of the resistant wire,

F h : heat generation rate of the resistant wire,

H : contained heat of water,

M : mass of water,

T : temperature of water,

c(= 4:2J=cal) : speci�c heat coe�cient of water,

tc(= 300K) : standard temperature,

r(= 100
) : resistance of the wire at tc,

k(= 5
=K2): temperature coe�cient of the wire.

This example has the characteristics of nonlinearity, feedback loops and dy-

namic behaviors to demonstrate the generality of our proposing method.
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* stands for observations by sensors.

AAAAAAA
AAAAAAA
AAAAAAA

to a power supply
ground

V*

T*

M*

I*gIp*

Fig. 2. An electric water heater

3 Minimal over-constrained subsets and failure identi�cation

3.1 De�nition of minimal over-constrained subsets

The past methods of the model based diagnosis have the following issues.

(i) Systematic criteria to select the constraints for the use are not well-

de�ned.

(ii) The limitation of the number and the location of sensors is not taken into

account.

The �rst issue has been addressed by de Kleer et al.[2,2]. His approach is

to identify faults at minimum probing steps. On the other hand, only the

limited number of sensors are provided at speci�c points in components of

the process systems such as nuclear power plants and air planes. Hence, the

second issue must be also addressed in theoretical aspect. In this case, the

most e�ective constraints for giving high resolution of diagnostic results under

the limited information resource should be selected instead of ones having

the best e�ciency. For this purpose, Biswas and Yu proposed an approach

of consistency checking to generate partial conicts for each measurement

quantity in process systems[2]. However, their approach assumes the linearity

and steady state of the objective components. Our approach explaining in

this section addresses both issues while maintaining its applicability to the

nonlinear and dynamic process components. The key idea of our approach is

to derive a set of constraints giving the maximum resolution to identify faulty

elements by using the information of sensor arrangement in the components.
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First, Reiter's framework of the system de�nition is introduced for general

discussion[2]. A system is a triple (SD;COMPS;OBS) where they stand

for the system description, the system components and a set of observations,

respectively. In our approach, each constraint c standing for a �rst principle in

the complete model of a component belongs to the SD, i.e., c 2 SD, because

they are used to derive the normal behaviors of the component. In addition, the

constraints play another role in our framework that each constraint c provides

a basic granule of anomaly, i.e., c∈COMPS. Accordingly, equations 1-7

belong to both of the SD and the COMPS in our case. The constraints in

the SD are always over-constrained by the information in the OBS obtained

from a set of initially given sensor signals having some redundancy to monitor

the state of the component. Especially, the over-constraints with one degree

have the minimal sizes in the sense of number of their elements involved. They

are expected to provide the maximum resolution in the consistency checking.

Under this circumstance, the following de�nitions are proposed[2,2,2].

De�nition 1 (over-constrained subset of nth order : Cn) :

a set of m constraints in the SD involving n undetermined quantities where

m > n and each constraint is mutually connected through the other quantities

and constraints in the set.

De�nition 2 (minimal over-constrained subset of nth order: Mn) :

a set of (n + 1) constraints in the SD involving n undetermined quantities

and not involving any other over-constrained subsets where each constraint is

mutually connected through the other quantities and constraints in the set.

The undetermined quantity is neither of a directly observed quantity and a

quantity having a nominally �xed value in the SD and the OBS, and hence

their values must be obtained by solving a simultaneous equation composed of

the constraints. This categorization of undetermined and determined quanti-

ties explicitly introduces the information of sensor arrangement to the conicts

generation in diagnosis. The following assumption must be introduced for the

valid use of these de�nitions in the consistency checking.

Assumption 1 : The model constraints fcjc 2 SDg are mutually indepen-

dent which provide each minimal over-constrained subset Mn well-posed.

The independency of model constraints in a nonlinear system is not always

guaranteed, because the relations among quantities are state-dependent. How-

ever, the model constraints of a process system are almost independent un-

der its normal operations in practical applications. Hence, the present over-

constraint condition can be adopted widely to process systems.
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3.2 Derivation of minimal over-constrained subsets

Although the e�ciency of the derivation of all minimal over-constrained sub-

sets is not the main issue for the o�-line preparation of this knowledge in

advance, a generic procedure maintaining the e�ciency has been investigat-

ed[2,2,2]. First, a set of quantities S involved in the constraints in SD is given.

Then, a constraint-quantity matrix of the SD is de�ned as Q in the following

manner.

Procedure 1 :

If the i-th constraint in SD involves the j-th quantities in S ;

then Q(i; j) = 1 ;

else Q(i; j) = 0 ;

where Q(i; j) is the ij-element of the matrix Q :

The procedure depicted in Fig.3 derives all minimal over-constrained subset-

s based on the constraint-quantity matrix Q. The step P1 derives another

constraint-quantity matrix Q0 representing the relations among undetermined

quantities in the objective component by removing the columns of quanti-

ties determined by nominal values and sensor observations. This procedure

introduces the knowledge of the arrangement of sensor and known parame-

ters. The step P2 obtains minimal over-constrained subsets containing only

a unique constraint. Such an example is the measurement of water amount

in a container (OBS) to con�rm if it is identical with the nominal value in

SD. In the loop of the procedure, the step P3 enumerates all over-constrained

subsets where m constraints constrain n undetermined quantities under the

condition of m > n. The step P4 chooses the minimal over-constrained sub-

sets Mn having (n+1) constraints among Cn obtained in P3. The complexity

of this procedure is far less than the thorough search, since the enumeration

number of subsets in the SD with this procedure is almost proportional to 2N

where N is the number of the undetermined quantities in the SD. Whereas,

that of the thorough search is 2K where K is the size of the SD and larger

than N .

We demonstrate these procedures through the aforementioned example of an

electric water heater. Each sensor model is explicitly added to the component

model to enable a uniform diagnosis of sensor failures and component failures.

Ip
�= Ip ; (8)

Ig
�= Ig ; (9)

V �=V ; (10)

M �=M ; (11)

T �=T ; (12)
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Start

P1 : Remove the columns of all observed and nominally fixed quantities from
       S, and let the reminder be S'. Let the number of quantities in S' be N.

P2 : Let each constraint which row has no elements of 1 be
       a minimal over-constrained subset of zero order M  .
       (i is the index number of the constraint.)

0
i

Yes

No
n=1

N=0?

P3 : Let every set of n quantities in S' be S  . (i=1,...,   C   )
       Let the set of all constraints that have only the quantities belonging to
       S   be L  , and let the number of constraints in L   be m  . If m   is
       more than n, and also if the constraints in L   are connected one 
       another, let L   be a over-constrained subset of nth order C  .

n
i N n

n
i

n
i

n
i

n
i

n
i

n
i

n
i

P4 : Let every set of n+1 constraints in C   be C    . (j=1,...,m  C      )
       If C     does not involve any other minimal over-constrained subset, 
       and also if the constraints in C    are connected one another, let C   
       be a minimal over-constrained subset of nth order M    .

n
i

n
i j

n
i n+1

n
i j n

i j
n
i j

n≥N?Yes

No

End

n
i

n
i j

n=n+1

Fig. 3. A procedure to derive all minimal over-constrained subsets.

where � indicates the measurements of sensors. Though each of them is quite

simple stating only that the observed value of a sensor is equal to the actual

value, the addition of these constraints enables the separation of the sensor

failures from the component failures. The constraint-quantity matrix Q be-
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comes as follows.

Q =

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

Ip Ig I R V F h H M T Ip
� Ig

� V � M � T �

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

: (13)

The rows correspond to equations (1)-(12). The step P1 of the aforementioned

procedure converts this matrix to the following Q0 by removing the 10th-14th

columns.

Q0 =

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

Ip Ig I R V F h H M T

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

: (14)
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As every row has some nonzero elements, the step P2 is skipped. The step P3

in the loop derives number of over-constrained subsets Cn. Some examples of

Cn are

C3 = f1; 2; 8; 9g

C4 = f1; 2; 7; 8; 9g

C5 = f1; 3; 7; 8; 10; 12g

C6 = f1; 2; 3; 7; 8; 9; 10; 12g

9>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>;

: (15)

In the step P4, only the minimal over-constrained subsets are rested by re-

moving every over-constrained subset which is a super set of any other over-

constrained subsets. In the example of equations (15), C4 and C6 are super

sets of C3 and C5 respectively. Accordingly, C4 and C6 are removed. By con-

tinuing this process, �nally the following 10 minimal over-constrained subsets

are obtained.

M 3 = f1; 2; 8; 9g

M 5
1 = f1; 3; 7; 8; 10; 12g

M 5
2 = f2; 3; 7; 9; 10; 12g

M 7
1 = f1; 4; 5; 6; 8; 10; 11; 12g

M 7
2 = f2; 4; 5; 6; 9; 10; 11; 12g

M 7
3 = f3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 10; 11; 12g

M 8
1 = f1; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 10; 11g

M 8
2 = f1; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 11; 12g

M 8
3 = f2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 9; 10; 11g

M 8
4 = f2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 9; 11; 12g

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

: (16)

3.3 Consistency checking

Some de�nitions for the establishment of a systematic scheme of the consis-

tency checking are presented �rst.

De�nition 3 (deletion) :

The deletion of a constraint c from the SD is de�ned as an operation to remove

the c while leaving the quantities involved in the c.

De�nition 4 (self-contained subset[2,2]) :

A self-contained subset is a subset of the SD in which the number of undeter-
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mined quantities is identical to that of the constraints while each constraint is

mutually connected through the other quantities and constraints in the subset.

A self-contained subset determines the values of its quantities by itself. For ex-

ample, if the deletion of equation (10) in the minimal over-constrained subset

M 5
2 is performed, the resultant constraints in the M5

2 become as follows.

Ig = I

V = IR

R = r + k(T � tc)
2

Ig
� = Ig

V �

T � = T

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

: (17)

V � and V remain in the model. The �ve constraints fIg = I; V = IR;R =

r + k(T � tc)
2; Ig

� = Ig; T
� = Tg except V � form a self-contained subset of

�ve undetermined quantities fI; V;R; Ig; Tg. In another case, if the deletion

of equation (3) in the M 5
2 is performed, the resultant constraints in the M 5

2

become as follows.

Ig = I

V; IR

R = r + k(T � tc)
2

Ig
� = Ig

V � = V

T � = T

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

: (18)

Three self-contained subsets are obtained by this deletion. One is the set of

two constraints of fIg = I; Ig
� = Igg containing two undetermined quantities

fI; Igg. Another is the set fR = r + k(T � tc)
2; T � = Tg containing two

undetermined quantities fR; Tg. Also, the set fV � = V g solely forms a self-

contained subset of one undetermined quantity fV g.

The following theorems establish a systematic scheme of the consistency check-

ing based on the above de�nitions and the minimal over-constrained subsets.

Theorem 1 If the deletion of any one constraint c in a minimal over-constrained

subset M is conducted, the M becomes one or more self-contained subset(s).
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Proof. By de�nition, the M becomes a subset of n constraints with n unde-

termined quantities by the deletion of a constraint.

(i) In case that the extra connections exist among quantities involved in the

deleted c, the M remains to form a set of constraints where all quantities

are connected through some constrains, and thus becomes a self-contained

subset.

(ii) In case that the deleted c involves some unique connections among quan-

tities, the M is partitioned into new Q subsets (Q � 2). Each new subset

involves ki undetermined quantities (n =
P

i=1
Qki). As the M forms a set

of constraints where all quantities are connected through some constrains

by de�nition, each new subset also forms a set of connected constraints.

Furthermore, as the M does not involve any other over-constrained subset

by de�nition, each new subset which is a part of the original M is not over-

constrained. Therefore, each new subset involves ki or less constraints. On

the other hand, the total number of the undermined quantities in all new

subsets, i.e., n, is identical to the total number of the remaining constraints.

Accordingly, each new subset involves ki constraints which is identical to

the number of undetermined quantities in the subset, and hence each new

subset is a self-contained subset. 2

Theorem 2 Any undetermined quantity x in a minimal over-constrained

subset M appears in two or more constraints within the M .

Proof. An assumption is introduced that an undetermined quantity x belongs

to a unique constraint c in a minimal over-constrained subset M . In this case,

the following smaller minimal over-constrained subsetM 0 having n constraints

and n� 1 undetermined quantities can be always obtained by the removal of

the c from the M .

M 0 =M � c �M

This is contradictory to the de�nition of minimal over-constrained subsets. 2

Theorem 3 Two or more self-contained subsets which can independently

determine the value of an undetermined quantity x always exist in a minimal

over-constrained subset M

Proof. Due to Theorem 2 , given an undetermined quantity x in M , a set of

multiple constraints C(x) = fcijci involves x; ci 2 M and i = 1; :::; k(x):g,
where k(x) � 2, always exists. On the other hand, the deletion of each ci 2

C(x) always derives a set of self-contained subset(s) S(ci) = fSjjS j is a self-

13



Objective Component

Residual

Observations
AAAAAAA
AAAAAAA
AAAAAAA
AAAAAAA

Power Supply Ground

Ip* Ig*V*

M*

T*

if  r2
5 > ε then M2

5 is inconsistent. r2
5

Ig
*,T*,   V *

Ig=I   (2),    V=IR  (3),    R=r+k(T-tc)2  (7)
Ig*=Ig  (9),       T*=T  (12)

V*=V   (10)

Fig. 4. A procedure to derive all minimal over-constrained subsets.

contained subset derived by the deletion of ci from M; j = 1; :::;m(ci)g,
where m(ci) � 1, as stated in Theorem 1 . Hence, the total number of

the self-contained subsets in M which can determine the value of the x isP
i=1

k(x)m(ci), and it is always grater or equal to 2. 2

Any undetermined quantity x in a minimal over-constrained subset M can

be chosen for the comparison among its values derived by the multiple self-

contained subsets in the M . Once the self-contained subsets for the derivation

of the x have been set, the values of all undetermined quantities including the

x in those subsets are sequentially determined by following the scheme of the

causal ordering[2,2,2] while treating the directly observed and nominally �xed

quantities as exogenous quantities. If the residuals among the values of the x

exceed a certain threshold value, some constraints in the M are considered to

be faulty. This procedure is applied to every minimal over-constrained subset

M in the SD. In the example of the electric water heater, one of the schemes

of consistency checking is depicted in Fig.4. This is the case to compare two

values of V derived from the self-contained subset fIg = I; V = IR;R =

r + k(T � tc)
2; Ig

� = Ig; T
� = Tg obtained by equations (17) and the set

fV � = V g by equations (18).

For the demonstration of the consistency checking and the anomaly detec-

tion based on the minimal over-constrained subsets through the example, the
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following multiple failures are numerically simulated.

Case 1 : The break of the electric shield and the deformation of the resistant

wire happened by a mechanical shock at the time 200sec. 30% of the electric

current began to leak between the power supply and the resistant wire, and the

resistance of the wire has been changed and �xed at the level of 500
.

Case 2 : The electric shield of the resistant wire and the voltage sensor

were broken by a mechanical shock at the time 200sec. 30% of the electric

current began to leak between the power supply and the resistant wire, and

the indication of the voltage sensor has been changed and �xed at the level of

150V .

Ripples of 20% sine wave were added to the voltage of the power supply in

order to evaluate the performance of the consistency checking in the dynamic

behavior. Fig.5 represents the result of the consistency checking for each mini-

mal over-constrained subsetM in the former case. The undetermined quantity

x for the checking was arbitrarily chosen in each M . All subsets except M7
2

became inconsistent at the time 200sec. Fig.6 shows the result of the latter

where all subsets except M 8
4 became inconsistent at the time 200sec.

Generally speaking, each minimal over-constrained subset is not very robust

to the errors in the system model and the noise in the observation because

of its low redundancy for consistency checking of an undetermined quantity

x. However, various and e�cient remedies in the �eld of numerical state es-

timation theory can be applied to this di�culty. For instance, Kalman �lter

technique[2] provides a powerful measure to distinguish the physical inconsis-

tency from the observation noise.

3.4 Identi�cation of �rst principles disturbed by faults

First principles disturbed by faults are identi�ed by applying model based

diagnosis to the result of the aforementioned consistency checking. This section

explains some basics of the model based diagnosis, and demonstrates their

application to our framework.

The most representative theories of the model based diagnosis are minimal

diagnoses[2,2] and kernel diagnoses[2]. The former derives the combinations

of abnormal elements in COMPS from the information of inconsistency of

constraints in SD. This theory has been extended to explicitly take the can-

cellation of inconsistency into account, where the inuences of multiple faults

mutually cancel not to cause any inconsistency in a set of constraints, and

the theory of kernel diagnosis was established. The following de�nitions play

central roles in these theories.
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De�nition 5 (conict) :

Let a clause C be a conjunction of literals AB(ci) and/or :AB(cj) where

ci; cj 2 COMPS and AB(ci) stands for the abnormality of ci. A conict is the

negation of a clause C, where C is not consistent with SD [ OBS.

De�nition 6 (minimal conict) :

A minimal conict is a conict which does not include any other conict.

Once all minimal conicts are given, the following standard procedure derives

possible diagnoses[2,2,2].

Procedure 2 :

(i) Multiply the minimal conicts to give a disjunction of conjunctions.

(ii) Delete any conjunction containing a complementary pair of literals.

(iii) Delete any conjunction covered by some other conjunction.

(iv) The remaining conjunctions are the prime implicants of the original min-

imal conicts.

These prime implicants are the possible interpretations of faulty states of the

objective component. The following assumption made in the theory of minimal

diagnoses[2] is adopted in our work as well as many other diagnosis methods.

Assumption 2 (principle of parsimony) : A diagnosis is a conjecture

that some minimal set of constraints are faulty.

This principle derives the diagnoses which assume minimal numbers of faulty

elements to explain the observed inconsistency.

Because each minimal over-constrained subset in SD is also the collection

of constraints c belonging to COMPS in our approach, the result of the

consistency checking on each minimal over-constrained subset directly entails

a clause C which is a conjunction of literals AB(ci) and/or :AB(cj) where

ci; cj 2 COMPS and C is not consistent with SD [ OBS. Thus, each result

of the consistency checking yields a minimal conict. In more detail, when

a minimal over-constrained subset Mn is inconsistent, the proposition that

"every constraint ci is normal where ci 2 Mn" contradicts with the fact.

Consequently, its minimal conict becomes

_c2MnAB(c) : (19)

For the consistent minimal over-constrained subset, some options provided by

the diagnosis theories are applicable to derive its minimal conicts. In our

current work, the following assumption is introduced for process diagnosis.

Assumption 3 : The mutual cancellation of anomalous behaviors of multi-

ple faults hardly occurs in process systems.
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This assumption makes our diagnosis basically equivalent to Raiman's ap-

proach[2]. As the proposition that "One or more constraints in Mn are abnor-

mal." is against the consistent result of Mn, its negation

:AB(c) for every c 2 Mn ; (20)

becomes minimal conicts.

In Case 1 of the example of the electric water heater, all subsets except

M 7
2 became inconsistent at the time 200sec as explained at the end of the

section3.3. The inconsistency of M 3 yields the following minimal conict.

M 3 : AB(1) _ AB(2) _ AB(8) _AB(9) : (21)

The minimal conicts for the other inconsistent minimal over-constrained sub-

sets are derived as well.

M 5
1 : AB(1) _ AB(3) _ AB(7) _AB(8) _AB(10) _ AB(12);

M 5
2 : AB(2) _ AB(3) _ AB(7) _AB(9) _AB(10) _ AB(12);

M 7
1 : AB(1) _ AB(4) _ AB(5) _AB(6)_

AB(8) _ AB(10) _AB(11) _AB(12);

M 7
3 : AB(3) _ AB(4) _ AB(5) _AB(6)_

AB(7) _ AB(10) _AB(11) _AB(12);

M 8
1 : AB(1) _ AB(3) _ AB(4) _AB(5) _AB(6)_

AB(7) _ AB(8) _AB(10) _AB(11);

M 8
2 : AB(1) _ AB(3) _ AB(4) _AB(5) _AB(6)_

AB(7) _ AB(8) _AB(11) _AB(12);

M 8
3 : AB(2) _ AB(3) _ AB(4) _AB(5) _AB(6)_

dAB(7) _ AB(9) _AB(10) _AB(11);

M 8
4 : AB(2) _ AB(3) _ AB(4) _AB(5) _AB(6)_

AB(7) _ AB(9) _AB(11) _AB(12):

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

: (22)

The minimal conicts of the consistent M7
2 are derived as follows, since the

proposition of "An equation in M7
2 is abnormal." is against the consistency

of M 7
2 under Assumption 3 .

M 7
2 : :AB(2);:AB(4);:AB(5);:AB(6);

:AB(9);:AB(10);:AB(11);:AB(12) :
(23)
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The aforementioned Procedure 2 derives the candidate diagnoses based on

these minimal conicts. In the step (i), the following clauses are obtained for

example.

AB(1) ^ AB(2) ^ :AB(2) ^AB(3) ^ :AB(4) ^ :AB(5)^

:AB(6) ^ :AB(9) ^ :AB(10) ^ :AB(11) ^ :AB(12) ;
(24)

AB(1) ^ :AB(2) ^ AB(3) ^ :AB(4) ^ :AB(5) ^ :AB(6)^

AB(7) ^ :AB(9) ^ :AB(10) ^ :AB(11) ^ :AB(12) ;
(25)

AB(1) ^ :AB(2) ^ AB(3) ^ :AB(4) ^ :AB(5)^

:AB(6) ^ :AB(9) ^ :AB(10) ^ :AB(11) ^ :AB(12) :
(26)

Formula (24) is removed at the step (ii), as it involves a contradiction of

AB(2) ^ :AB(2). Formula (25) is redundant and removed at the step (iii),

because it includes formula (26).

In this manner, the formula (26) and the following solutions are determined.

AB(1) ^ :AB(2) ^ :AB(4) ^ :AB(5) ^ :AB(6)^

AB(7) ^ :AB(9) ^ :AB(10) ^ :AB(11) ^ :AB(12) ;
(27)

:AB(2) ^ AB(3) ^ :AB(4) ^ :AB(5) ^ :AB(6)^

AB(8) ^ :AB(9) ^ :AB(10) ^ :AB(11) ^ :AB(12) ;
(28)

:AB(2) ^ :AB(4) ^ :AB(5) ^ :AB(6) ^AB(7)^

AB(8) ^ :AB(9) ^ :AB(10) ^ :AB(11) ^ :AB(12) :
(29)

These solutions state the abnormality of the electric current balance of equa-

tion (1) and the wire resistance of equation (3), the equation (1) and the wire

resistance of equation (7), the equation (3) and the electric current sensor of

equation (8), and the equation (7) and the equation (8), respectively. Among

these solutions, formula (26) and formula (27), saying the change of the wire

resistance and the leakage of electric current between the power supply and the

resistant wire, are the appropriate interpretations of Case 1 in the example.

The same approach derives the following two solutions in Case 2 .

AB(1) ^ :AB(2) ^ :AB(3) ^ :AB(4) ^ :AB(5) ^ :AB(6)^

:AB(7) ^ :AB(9) ^ AB(10) ^ :AB(11) ^ :AB(12) ;
(30)
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:AB(2) ^ :AB(3) ^ :AB(4) ^ :AB(5) ^ :AB(6) ^ :AB(7)^

AB(8) ^ :AB(9) ^ AB(10) ^ :AB(11) ^ :AB(12) :
(31)

Formula (30) stands for the violation to the electric current balance between

the power supply and the resistant wire (equation (1)) and the anomaly of the

voltage sensor (equation (10)). This result is correct for the original faults in

the simulation. An erroneous solution of formula (31) can not be eliminated

under the given SD and the OBS.

If we apply the methods of minimal diagnoses and kernel diagnoses, the num-

ber of the candidate solutions may be signi�cantly increased, because those

theories take wider possibility of faults.

4 Identi�cation of faulty functions

The results of the aforementioned diagnosis are represented by the constraints

of �rst principles in SD and COMPS. They do not show faulty functions

we interpret in the objective component. However, the diagnoses in terms

of detailed functions sometimes give more e�ective information for trouble

shooting than that in form of �rst principles. For doing so, the knowledge of

the correspondence between each constraint and a set of functions is needed.

More strictly speaking, when a constraint c in COMPS corresponds to a

function c0 in a set of functions COMPS0, and it is represented as c) c0, the

set of functions FNC(c) corresponding to c is:

FNC(c) � fc0j8c0 2 COMPS 0 where c) c0g : (32)

The systematic method to derive this knowledge has not been established yet,

and the derivation must rely on expertise. However some recent work on the

systematic function-based modeling may relax this issue[2]. In this paper, we

assume that the knowledge of FNC(c) for each c is correctly given by experts

or designers of the component. For a set fFNC(c)j8c 2 COMPSg, the fol-

lowing procedure derives the conicts in terms of functions under Assumption

3 .

Procedure 3 :

(i) If c has been identi�ed as abnormal, then f_c02FNC(c)AB(c
0)g is a conict,

else f:AB(c) for every c 2 Mng are conicts.

(ii) Apply Procedure 2 to the set of derived conicts.

The conicts given by the step (i) are not always minimal conicts, since some

FNC(c)s may include the other FNC(c)s. Therefore, the step (ii) must be

applied to obtain the valid diagnoses.
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For the example of the electric water heater, we initially give the following set

of FNC(c)s.

FNC(1) = felectric shield between power supply

and resistant wire(F 1);

electric shield of resistant wire(F 2)g

FNC(2) = felectric shield between resistant wire

and ground(F 3);

electric shield of resistant wire(F 2)g

FNC(3) = felectric conduction of resistant wire(F 4)g

FNC(4) = fheat generation of resistant wire(F 5);

heat conduction from resistant wire to water(F 6)g

FNC(5) = fheat conduction from resistant wire to water(F 6);

heat containment of water container(F 7)g

FNC(6) = fwater containment of water container(F 8)g

FNC(7) = felectric conduction of resistant wire(F 4);

heat conduction from resistant wire to water(F 6)g

FNC(8) = felectric current sensing between power supply

and resistant wire(F 9)g

FNC(9) = felectric current sensing between resistant wire

and ground(F 10)g

FNC(10) = felectric voltage sensing(F 11)g

FNC(11) = fwater amount sensing(F 12)g

FNC(12) = fwater temperature sensing(F 13)g

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

:(33)

If we consider Case 1 in the example, Procedure 3 gives the following diag-

noses for both solutions of formulae (26) and (27).

AB(F 1) ^ AB(F 4) ^ :AB(F 2) ^ :AB(F 3) ^ :AB(F 5) ^ :AB(F 6)^

:AB(F 7) ^ :AB(F 8) ^ :AB(F 10) ^ :AB(F 11) ^ :AB(F 12) ^ :AB(F 13) :
(34)
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Also, the following is the solution for formulae (28) and (29).

AB(F 4) ^ AB(F 9) ^ :AB(F 2) ^ :AB(F 3) ^ :AB(F 5) ^ :AB(F 6)^

:AB(F 7) ^ :AB(F 8) ^ :AB(F 10) ^ :AB(F 11) ^ :AB(F 12) ^ :AB(F 13) :
(35)

As a result, the combination of "electric shield between power supply and

resistant wire (F 1)" and "electric conduction of resistant wire (F 4)", and the

combination of "electric current sensing between power supply and resistant

wire (F 9)" and "electric conduction of resistant wire (F 4)" are the diagnoses.

In Case 2 ,

AB(F 1) ^ AB(F 11) ^ :AB(F 2) ^ :AB(F 3) ^ :AB(F 4) ^ :AB(F 5)^

:AB(F 6) ^ :AB(F 7) ^ :AB(F 8) ^ :AB(F 10) ^ :AB(F 12) ^ :AB(F 13) ;
(36)

is the solution for formula (30), and

AB(F 9) ^ AB(F 11) ^ :AB(F 2) ^ :AB(F 3) ^ :AB(F 4) ^ :AB(F 5)^

:AB(F 6) ^ :AB(F 7) ^ :AB(F 8) ^ :AB(F 10) ^ :AB(F 12) ^ :AB(F 13) ;
(37)

for formula (31). Accordingly, the combination of "electric shield between

power supply and resistant wire (F 1)" and "electric voltage sensing (F 11)",

and the combination of "electric current sensing between power supply and

resistant wire (F 9)" and "electric voltage sensing (F 11)" are the diagnoses.

5 Identi�cation of anomalous quantities and their quantitative de-

viations

5.1 Causal ordering and identi�cation of anomalous quantities

Causal ordering[2,2,2] is required to identify anomalous quantities directly

disturbed by faulty mechanisms. In the conventional framework, the deter-

mination orders of process quantities are derived based on the speci�cation

of exogenous quantities in the system and the time derivative quantities to

change their integrals. However, the application of these criteria frequently

misleads the result of the causal ordering. For instance, any of the inlet ow

and the outlet ow can be exogenous in a water pipe, because they just mu-

tually balance. Furthermore, in Faraday's law of induction, i.e.,

dB

dt
= �rot(E) or B = �

Z
rot(E)dt ; (38)
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where B is magnetic ux density, and E is electric �eld intensity,

the change of B directly determines the value of E. In other words, the time

integral determines its time derivative within a fundamental physical law. Ac-

cordingly, the arbitrary speci�cation of exogenous quantities and the unique

assumption of the causality in time di�erential equations may derive inappro-

priate interpretations of causal structures for physical systems. This discussion

we have made[2,2] is also supported by Y. Iwasaki and H.A. Simon[2].

Based on these discussions, the authors proposed an extended theory to reduce

the ambiguity of the causal ordering for physical systems[2,2,2,2]. The speci�c

heat law (equation 6) in our example de�nes the quantitative relation between

H and T under the exogenously given heat capacity cM . Either of the values

of H and T is physically determined in this law, but cM is not changed by

H and T within this law. The authors named this type of restrictions on

the direction of the disturbance propagation among quantities as inherent

causal structure, where it is independent to the applications of the physical

constraint [2,2,2]. The details of the generic method to determine the inherent

causal structure of each equation can be seen in authors' work[2,2]. Once the

inherent causal structure of each equation has been identi�ed, its knowledge

representation with the quantitative relation of the equation is given by the

following manner[2,2]. First, let X` be a set of exogenously given quantities in

the equation, and let Y ` be a set of the other quantities in the equation. Any

element in Y ` has a possibility to be physically determined in the equation.

Subsequently, the quantities in each set are located on either of the right hand

side (r.h.s.) and the left hand side (l.h.s.) by the following rule.

If X` 6= f�g then G`(Y `)＝F `(X`) ; else then G`(Y `)＝ 0 ; (39)

where X`\Y `＝�; Y ` 6= �, F ` is r.h.s. of equation, and G` is l.h.s. of equation.

The symbol '=' does not merely represent the equality of r.h.s. and l.h.s. It

states the causality as the possible determination order of quantities from

r.h.s. to l.h.s. This knowledge representation of an equation is called as an

"assumptive structural equation". If an assumptive structural equation has

only one quantity on its l.h.s., the value of the quantity is uniquely determined

by the other quantities on the r.h.s. Thus, the following de�nitions can be

made.

De�nition 7 (determining equation) :

an equation having unique quantity on the l.h.s.

De�nition 8 (determined quantity) :

the unique quantity on the l.h.s. of a determining equation.

When the model of the objective system is a set L of the assumptive structural

equations, let a set of all quantities in L be S. The unambiguous determination
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Fig. 7. A procedure of extended causal ordering.

orders of the quantities in L can be derived by the systematic procedure

depicted in Fig.7. Its resultant revised equations stand for the determination

orders of the quantities from their r.h.s.s to the l.h.s.s.

The model of the electric water heater can be represented by the following

assumptive structural equations[2,2].

I � Ip=0 ; (1')

Ig � I =0 ; (2')

V=I =R ; (3')

F h=V I ; (4')

H =

Z
�1

tF hdt ; (5')

H=T = cM ; (6')

R= r + k(T � tc)
2 ; (7')

Ip
�= Ip ; (8')

Ig
�= Ig ; (9')

V �=V ; (10')

M�=M ; (11')

T �=T : (12')
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All quantities in equations (1') and (2') are located on their l.h.s.s, because

they are balance equations. Equations (3') (Ohm's law) de�nes the relation

between V and I under an exogenously given resistance R. The heat genera-

tion rate F h in equation (4') (Joule's law) is unidirectionally determined by

V and I, because this law represents an irreversible process in a thermody-

namic phenomenon. Equation (5') stands for a standard time evolution. The

structure of equation (6') has been aforementioned. Equation (7') represents

another irreversible process from T to R. The rests are for sensors, and their

structures are trivial. The causal ordering procedure of Fig.7 is applied to

this model. In the step P1, equations (4'), (5') and (7')-(12') are identi�ed as

determining equations. In the step P2, a determined quantity H of equation

(5') is moved from the l.h.s. to the r.h.s. in equation (6'). Thus,

T = H=(cM): (6")

As no other determined quantities appear in any l.h.s.s, the procedure goes

back to the step P1. Then a new determined quantity T in equation (6") is

identi�ed. However, the loop is halted in the step P2, because no T exists in

any l.h.s.s. The resultant equations of (1')-(5'), (6"), and (7')-(12') indicate

the determination orders of the quantities. The orders are depicted in form of

a causal network in Fig.8. The quantities remaining on each l.h.s. of equations

(1'), (2') and (3') inuence bidirectionally. Based on this result of the causal

ordering, the quantities directly disturbed by the faults are identi�ed. In the

solution of formula (27) of Case 1 , the directly disturbed quantities by the

fault of equation (1) are known to be any of Ip and I based on the �nal

structure of equation (1'). Moreover, the directly disturbed quantity by the

fault of equation (7) is R. In case of formula (30) resulted in Case 2 , the

anomalous quantities directly disturbed by the fault of equation (1) are any

of Ip and I as well. In practice, any of Ip and I can be changed by the break

of the electric shield between the power supply and the resistant wire. Also,

the quantity directly disturbed by equation (10) is identi�ed as V �.

Many physical systems partially involve the bidirectional causality as shown in

this example, and the derivation of the exact causal structure of large systems

is highly di�cult within our physical intuition. Accordingly, this systematic

causal ordering method provides an e�cient remedy to identify anomalous

quantities directly disturbed by faulty constraints.

5.2 Evaluation of quantitative deviations

The following theorem ensures the ability to evaluate the quantitative de-

viation of any anomalous quantity directly disturbed by any multiple faults

identi�ed in section 3.4.
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Fig. 8. The causal network of an electric water heater.

Theorem 4 For any abnormal constraint AB(c) belonging to a diagnosis D,

at least one inconsistent minimal over-constrained subset exists which involve

AB(c) and does not involve the other abnormal constraints in the D.

Proof. An assumption is introduced that any inconsistent minimal over-

constrained subset involving the AB(c) involves some other abnormal con-

straints in a D. In the step (i) of the standard Procedure 2 described in

section 3.4, the following smaller diagnosis D0 can be always obtained by se-

lecting an abnormal constraint except the AB(c) from every minimal conict

corresponding to each inconsistent minimal over-constrained subsets.

D0 = D �AB(c) � D

This is contradictory to the requirement in the step (iii) of Procedure 2 that

D does not involve any other diagnoses.

Theorem 5 When a quantity x is contained in an AB(c), any minimal over-

constrained subset M involving the c includes a self-contained subset which

determines the value of x without including the c. In the mean time, the min-

imal over-constrained subset M involves another self-contained subset which

determines the value of x by using the c.

Proof. Due to the aforementioned Theorem 3 , the former self-contained sub-

set is derived by the deletion of the c in the M . The latter is obtained by the
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deletion of a constraint connected with the c through x in the M .

As a consequence of Theorem 4 , for every AB(c) which directly disturbs an

anomalous quantity x, one minimal over-constrained subset always exists in

which the AB(c) is the unique abnormal equation. Accordingly, the actual

anomalous value and the normal value of each anomalous quantity x can be

always evaluated by the former and latter self-contained subsets in Theorem

5 . The value of the x in these subsets is determined similarly to the section

3.3.

In case of the diagnosis formula (27) of Case 1 , the directly disturbed quan-

tities are any of Ip and I by the fault of 1 and R by the fault of equation (7).

Some minimal over-constrained subsets contain a unique faulty constraint for

both equation (1) and equation (7). We choose M3 for equation (1) and M5
2

for equation (7) having the smallest cardinal numbers, where they are conve-

nient to save computational load. For Ip, its normal value is evaluated through

equations (1),(2) and (9) which are obtained by the deletion of equation (8).

Its actual anomalous value is evaluated by an equation (8) which is made by

the deletion of equation (1). Similarly, the normal value of I is derived from

equations (1) and (8), and its actual anomalous value from equation (2) and

(9). Furthermore, the normal value of R is derived from equations (7) and (12)

in M5
2, and its actual one is from equations (2),(3),(9) and (10). The quanti-

tative deviations between those normal values and actual values are depicted

in (a), (b) and (c) of Fig.9. The actual value of Ip is greater than its normal

value, and the actual value of I is smaller than it normal value. These are

because of the leakage of the electric current between the power supply and

the resistant wire. The value of the resistance R seems to be �xed at the level

of 500
. These results are consistent with the actual conditions given in Case

1 .

In case of the diagnosis of formula (30) in Case 2 , the anomalous quantities

are Ip and I disturbed by equation (1) and V � by equation (10). For Ip and

I, the procedure to evaluate their quantitative deviations is identical, and the

same results are obtained. For the quantity V �, its actual anomalous value

is obtained by its direct measurement. The normal value is derived by the

M 5
2 which involves equation (10) but not equation (1). (d) of Fig.9 shows the

quantitative deviations of this anomalous quantity, where the actual value of

V � is �xed at the level of 150V . The results are quantitatively consistent with

the multiple failures introduced in Case 2 .
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Fig. 9. The deviations of anomalous quantities.

6 Related work

In the ATMS-based methodology[2], conicts are generated incrementally as

new measurements are made. A heuristic probing of the obvious and semi-

obvious conicts using causality information[2] and one step look ahead ran-

dom probing[2] indicate good e�ciency to identify faults, when the objective

system is large and has many possible probing points. On the other hand, the

preparation of all minimal over-constraints beforehand in our approach usu-

ally dose not face the di�culty of the combinatorial explosion, since the size

of COMPS and the number of given sensing points in a process component

are quite limited. The de�nition of minimal over-constraints does not depend

on any causality information.

The idea to prepare all schemes for consistency checking in advance has also

been presented by Biswas and Yu[2]. They proposed "partial conicts" to de-

rive a conict for each observation. The elements of COMPS in their work are

parameters attributed to each process mechanism. Their framework essentially

requires the linearization of process models and the steady state assumption
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of the process, and hence is not applicable to highly nonlinear and dynamic

systems. On the contrary, the basic element in our approach is a constraint a-

mong the parameters and state variables. The nonlinear and dynamic features

of the system do not limit its application.

7 Conclusion

The operations used in this method are well-de�ned and well-combined to

synthesize an e�cient and credible procedure for diagnosis. This proposed

method can diagnose multiple faults of elements and sensors occurred in a

component. Nonlinear and dynamic process in which the quantities are in-

timately connected one another can be diagnosed in high resolution. As the

computational load required in the on-line processing is quite limited, the

real-time and quantitative diagnosis can be performed without loosing the

maximum performance of this method. The high possibility of this method to

meet the severe requirements in practical applications has been demonstrated.
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